As many readers are aware, Neil Baldwin has recently entered the world of industry to continue his work on turfgrass diseases from a commercial viewpoint. Whilst Neil was a regular writer for Greenkeeper International in the past, this is the first in a series of articles in which he describes current research and development in industry on products to combat turfgrass diseases.

During the winter months, two principal diseases of fine turf may cause particular problems for the greenkeeper. These are fusarium patch and anthracnose, both primarily diseases of Poa annua. In the earlier part of this century fusarium patch was described by the scientist who first discovered the disease and gave it its name as “the most common, most disfiguring and damaging disease in fine turf during the winter months.” It is a measure of the endemic nature of fusarium patch that despite over 80 years of research and development, it is still the number one disease with which greenkeepers have to contend. The reason for this is that essentially fusarium patch is favoured by cool, wet conditions (ie. the British climate) and to which Poa annua is extremely prone to attack. As Poa annua is present in virtually all established fine turf, often comprising the major part of the sward, it is not surprising that the disease may cause severe problems.

In contrast to fusarium, anthracnose is a more recent problem. This disease was first seen on a cricket square in the 1950s and has become a problem on golf greens over the last few years. Anthracnose is favoured by low fertility, poor drainage and heavily worn, compacted surfaces. Given the low fertility programmes that are currently in fashion, the exceptional play and wear to which courses are subjected, and the ever present Poa annua which is highly susceptible to the disease, it is no surprise that anthracnose has given problems.

One feature of the 1993 season has been the high rainfall in most parts of the country for most of the season. Whereas fusarium patch and anthracnose are usually confined to the autumn, winter and early spring, disease attacks in this exceptionally wet year have occurred on many courses throughout the playing season. This is especially true on inland parkland courses, where greens are built in the traditional way and surface drainage has not been able to cope with the longer than normal rainfall patterns. One result of this has been the use of fungicides on a routine preventative basis in an attempt to combat both diseases. Whilst preventative spraying is not normally recommended, this season has proved an exception to the rule and good results have generally been produced in this way. In the UK, greenkeeping is perhaps 10 years behind agriculture in the range availability of effective modern fungicides, though this situation has changed slightly and 1993 saw the introduction of fenamul for control of fusarium patch, red thread and dollar spot diseases. This highly effective material has already seen widespread usage and won many favourable reports.

Currently several UK agrochemical companies are developing new fungicides for use on turfgrass. These experimental materials are highly effective at lower dose rates than those products currently available. In particular, certain new fungicides appear to have curative properties, ie. they can clear up established disease infestations, a property current fungicides lack. It is hoped the new fungicides will clear MAFF registration procedures in the next couple of years, for new fungicides are certainly needed.

In these environmentally conscious days, increasing attention has been focussed on non-chemical means of disease prevention and control. Whilst such methods are not intended as replacements for fungicides, recent research has shown that they can certainly reduce the incidence and severity of disease in fine turf situations.

In the USA there has been several research studies on the potassium situation of turfgrass. Currently these requirements are usually determined by soil analysis, with adequate potassium applied as part of a fertiliser programme. However, when excessive potassium is applied, less disease and increased wear resistance has been observed. It is this observation that has led to current research on the disease implications of supplying excessive potassium. This hopefully could be incorporated into fertiliser programmes and therefore is of obvious interest to fertiliser manufacturers.

Another technique for disease prevention in the UK is the recent launch of cosmetic or green-up products, based on chelated iron and iron sulphate in combination with wetting agents. It is well known that iron sulphate, through its acidification properties, will inhibit fusarium patch. Now cosmetic treatments combine this effect with the dew dispersal properties of the wetting agent component and can therefore help prevent disease.

Another interesting advancement is the development by BIGGA of a disease identification manual, the most up-to-date available on the subject, which it is anticipated will be available in the new year.

In conclusion, there are several promising avenues of research in industry that aim to develop new treatments for turfgrass disease. Whilst progress in this area is never quick, it is hoped that new fungicides in particular will soon find their way to the greenkeeper.

Remote controllers are highly effective

Greenkeepers are finding the new remote version of the CIC range of controllers highly effective. The unit provides remote operation of the solenoid valve, avoiding the need to lift a valve box lid to operate the sprinklers manually. The CIC range has the facility to change the EPROM as new functions are available, for example the latest issue has the remote facility together with a global percentage key. The greenkeeper enters the "remote" mode on the controller, then all decoders are active. By entering the decoder number, or entering 'OO' on the hand-held unit, if the decoder number is not known, the decoder will then be activated, which in turn operates the solenoid valve and sprinklers.

Existing CIC systems can be upgraded by fitting of remote decoders – all CIC decoders are programmable and interchangeable between models. Details: 0858 463153.

SISIS on the up

Orders started flowing in almost as soon as the deal was done on SISIS Equipment’s acquisition of the worldwide licence for Squier line cleaners and beach cleaners.

Squier machines are used for stone removal prior to golf course construction, among other uses. They will now be produced by SISIS at the firm’s plant in Cheshunt.

Two thirds of the Squier range is used in the landscape market. Call SISIS on 0625 503030 for details.

Contacts in north

Standard Golf (UK) Ltd and Envirogreen Ltd have announced Kingston Leisure Services Ltd as distributors and agents in the north east. Kingston are at Brunswick Industrial Estate, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 7BA, or contact Standard Golf/Envirogreen on 091 217 0070 for advice and details.

Lindum Turf

Colour reproduction on the Lindum Seeded Turf advertisement was not up to our usual high standard on a limited number of copies of the November edition. We apologise to Lindum for any inconvenience or embarrassment caused.
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The Greenkeepers Training Committee (GTC) are continually reviewing the approved status of colleges offering greenkeeper training courses. The directory shows colleges offering courses to craft, supervisory and management levels, but it must be stated that until the GTC review is completed only the green coded colleges are approved to train greenkeepers beyond craft level. The introduction of vocational qualifications into industries, has caused the colleges to re-think their training policies and the GTC will be issuing guidelines for the golf greenkeeping industry as to which colleges employers and their staff should be supporting.

Until the report is complete, anyone with a query regarding greenkeeper training should contact the Greenkeepers Training Committee at Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF, telephone 0347 838640.
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 Until the report is complete, anyone with a query regarding greenkeeper training should contact the Greenkeepers Training Committee at Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF, telephone 0347 838640.
Currently GTC approved as Regional Training Centres, offering courses at Craft, Supervisory and Management levels

Please note that all college details on these pages were provided by the colleges themselves. Greenkeeper International takes no responsibility for accuracy of information provided. Contact the colleges direct for prospectuses and comprehensive information.

**NESCOT**
North East Surrey College of Technology, Reigate Road, Ewell, Epsom, Surrey KT17 3DS. Contact Dr S Shaw. Tel: 081 394 3099/3111. NVQ Levels I, II and III in Amenity Horticulture (Greenkeeping options) Training and assessment for the Greenkeepers Training Manual. Part time, Day Release. Duration: Two years to Level II. FEPA Spraying Courses.

**OAKLANDS COLLEGE**
Oaklands Campus, Harfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL4 0UA. Contact Ian Merrick. Tel: 0727 850651. Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management: Two year part time, one day per week, Level II. One leading to NVQ Level II, One leading to City & Guilds 6224, Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management or NVQ Level II/III. Amenity Horticulture and Greenkeeping Business Management: Part time, one day per week. National Certificate in Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management. One year – full time. All courses commence September 1994.

**OTLEY COLLEGE**

**PLUMPTON COLLEGE**
Leaves, East Sussex BN7 3AE. Contact David Blackmur. Tel: 0273 890454. Full time courses: BTEC First Diploma (Greenkeeping Option). Part time courses: NVQ Level II – Amenity Horticulture Greenkeeping Sportsurf and Sportsground Maintenance – Block and Day Release, City & Guilds Phase I – Enterprise Management, Greenkeepers Supervision – Block and Day Release, City 7 Guilds Phase IV – Business Management – Day Release. NC/CH Full time with a greenkeeping bias. (Subject to approval).

**WRITELL COLLEGE**
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3RJ. Contact Dale Edwards. Tel: 0245 420705. City & Guilds Golf Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management (Day Release); NVQ Level II Greenkeeping, Sports Turf, Sports Ground maintenance to include BCGA Manual (Day Release); a Golf Course Management Option is also included in full time year three NVQ Landscape and Amenity Management Course. Courses for next academic year commence 4 October 1994.

**CANNINGTON COLLEGE**
Cannington Bridwater, Somerset TA5 2LS. Contact Nick Rigden. Tel: 0278 652226. BTEC First Diploma. BTEC National Diploma in Sportsurf and Golf Course Management. BTEC Higher National Diploma Golf Course Management (see European Studies). NVQ Level I and 2 Golf Greenkeeping. NVQ Level 3 Greenkeeping and Supervisory Management. NVQ Level 4 Greenkeeping Management. FEPA Training, Chainaw Certification, Off Road Vehicle Certification, Golf Course Engineers Course.

**HARTPURY COLLEGE**

**SPARSHOLT COLLEGE**

**DUNDEE COLLEGE**
Old Glamis Road, Dundee DD3 8LE. Contact Graham Carratt. Tel: 0382 819021. Fax: 0382 88117. Courses offered: SVQ Levels I and II linked with GTC Training Manual. SCOTVEC National Certificate Modules for Greenkeeping. HNC in Golf Course Management (available as Distance/Flexible learning from September 1994) Duration 36 weeks from September each year. Attenadance, Block Release and Day Release. Short courses including Use of Pesticides available on demand. Registration: June and August.

**ELMWOOD COLLEGE**

**KYLE AND GARRIFF DISTRICT COUNCIL**
Burns House, Burns Statue Square, Ayr KA7 1UT. Contact J Dudgeon. Tel: 0292 281511. SCOTVEC National Certificate in Greenkeeping – Day Release up to three years. Students can enrol at any time.

**LANGSIDE COLLEGE GLASGOW**
Langside College Glasgow School of Horticulture, Woodburn House, Buchanan Drive, Rutherglen G73 3PF. Contact Colin S Urquhart. Tel: 041 667 6000. SCOTVEC National Certificate – 3 years day release or 1 year full time. Higher National Certificate in Golf Course Management – 2 years day release. Short courses on a range of subjects including Tractor Operations and the Safe Use of Pesticides can be negotiated.

**OATRIDGE COLLEGE**

**GREENMOUNT COLLEGE**
Greenmount College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Antrim, BT41 4PU. Contact Geoff Jenkins. Tel: 08949 62114. Day Release course in Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management. Two Year course leading to NVQ and Certificate in Greenkeeping for those completing additional working practices as specified by the Greenkeepers Training Manual. Course runs from September–May.

**TEAGASC COLLEGE**
Teagasc College of Amenity Horticulture, National Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin 9. Contact Pat Surtees. Tel: 0105331 371 636. Phase II Greenkeeping – Block Release two weeks, three times per year. Phase III Greenkeeping – Block Release, one week, three times per year.

**PENCORED COLLEGE**
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Greenkeeper's Crossword

WIN A BIGGA BLAZER OR £50 IN CASH!

CLUES ACROSS
1 A round of golf (8, 5)
2 Surname of the 1989 US Masters champion (5)
3 A pair of golfers (3, 4)
4 How top dressing should be spread (6)
5 and 14A Fortified venue of the Scottish Open from 1983-1986 inclusively (5, 6)
6 Energy source converted to plant food by photosynthesis (5)
7 An unreliable putting action (7, 6)
8 Surname of the 1989 US Masters champion (5)
9 What a clutch does when converting engine power to drive (7)
10 Receptacle for parts or garbage (3)
11 Where the final drive is played from (4, 3)
12 Western phenomena near closing time of course (6)
13 Hole number on the Old Course at St. Andrews named after Bobby Jones (3)
14 See 5 down
15 That part of the face of a golf club furthest from the heel (3)
16 Energy source converted to plant food, by photosynthesis (5)
17 Relative position of the 1995 Ryder Cup venue, Oak Hill CC, Rochester, N.Y., in relation to the 'Big Apple' (7)
18 Alternative to turfing as method of establishing grass (7)
19 Surname of The Open champion in 1865 (6)
20 Bring about movement, of pin placements perhaps (6, 7)
21 Hollow, a device for aerating a green (5)
22 Must I relocate, in fence through which animals pass (anagram) (5)
23 William (L. Dianthus Barbatis) (5)
24 To purify or decay, as in grass clippings (3)
25 Latin generic term for the Broom family of shrubs (7)
26 Acids, chemicals compounds basic to all proteins (5)
27 Inter club golf competition without reference to handicaps (7, 6)

CLUES DOWN
1 Bring about movement, of pin placements perhaps (6, 7)
2 Users of clubs (7)

3 A pair of golfers (3, 4)
4 How top dressing should be spread (6)
5 and 14A Fortified venue of the Scottish Open from 1983-1986 inclusively (5, 6)
6 Energy source converted to plant food by photosynthesis (5)
7 An unreliable putting action (7, 6)
8 Surname of the 1989 US Masters champion (5)
9 What a clutch does when converting engine power to drive (7)
10 Receptacle for parts or garbage (3)
11 Where the final drive is played from (4, 3)
12 Western phenomena near closing time of course (6)
13 Hole number on the Old Course at St. Andrews named after Bobby Jones (3)
14 See 5 down
15 That part of the face of a golf club furthest from the heel (3)
16 Energy source converted to plant food, by photosynthesis (5)
17 Relative position of the 1995 Ryder Cup venue, Oak Hill CC, Rochester, N.Y., in relation to the 'Big Apple' (7)
18 Alternative to turfing as method of establishing grass (7)
19 Surname of The Open champion in 1865 (6)
20 Bring about movement, of pin placements perhaps (6, 7)
21 Hollow, a device for aerating a green (5)
22 Must I relocate, in fence through which animals pass (anagram) (5)

Solve the crossword puzzle and you could win either a BIGGA blazer (worth £87.95) or £50 in cash! Send completed entries to: Crossword Competition, BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF.

Closing date January 10, 1994. First correct entry drawn after the closing date will win the prize. Photocopy your entry if you don't want to cut up your magazine.

Name: _______________________

Address: _______________________

If I'm the winner, please send me □ £50 cash or □ BIGGA blazer, size _______________________

For details of how you can support the Education and Development Fund, Contact BIGGA at Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF.

Telephone: 0347 838581 Fax: 0347 838864

RISBORO TURF

Together, we're building a great future for golf club, greenkeeper and game

For details of how you can support the Education and Development Fund, Contact BIGGA at Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF.

Telephone: 0347 838581 Fax: 0347 838864

RISBORO TURF
SURREY
Another good turn-out of over thirty section members gathered at Epsom GC on 21 October for our Autumn Tournament, played over 27 holes. With a cold wind blowing over exposed areas of the course, plus Epsom’s tricky undulating greens, a real test of golf ensued.


Following a superb evening meal the club captain presented the prizes; kindly donated to the winners by Rigby Taylor. Thanks went to the club for having us, the catering staff, to Doug Fernie and all his staff for presenting the course so well, and to Ron Jobson for all his help on the day.

Unfortunately, due to a lack of qualifying players, the Veterans Cup has been held over until the Turkey Trot, which is our next golf event on 14 December at Ashford Manor GC. Following the golf, but before the evening meal, our AGM will take place – remember, this is your chance to air your views on any business - and to elect committee members for the new year.

Finally, may I take this opportunity to wish all our section members and readers a very happy Christmas and best wishes for the new year.

ROGER TYDEMAN

LONDON
The autumn meeting was held in October at Brookmans Park GC. RESULTS: 1st. Darren Burdis 42 points. 2nd. Jimmy Jay 34 points (back nine play-off). 3rd. Barry Moggridge 34 points. The longest driver was Craig Handyside, with nearest the pin prize going to Robert Washbrook. The course was in excellent shape and we thank Chris Carpenter and his staff for their hard work. I would also like to thank Brookmans Park for their hospitality and the catering staff for providing an excellent meal.

Congratulations to Donal Penn-Howard and Paul Cooper on their recent win in the Summer Knock-Out. They defeated Chris Carpenter and Darren Burdis in a very exciting final. The match was played at South Herts, won on the first extra hole! I would like to thank South Herts for allowing us to use their course.

Please contact me with any news on 081-959-5629.

TONY DUNSTAN

KENT
October 27 saw the Kent section host the South East Conference at Hadlow College, a very popular venue which attracted some 110 delegates to listen and join in discussions on our topic of “Golf 365 Days A Year”. After the very wet weather experienced during the early autumn, some were perhaps looking for answers to their problems. Following introductions from a representative of Hadlow College and our SE Region chairman, Chris Mardon, the first speaker was Gordon Jaaback, with a very topical presentation on the influences of the weather in the southern part of the UK, the methods and benefits of recording details and how they apply to our situations.

The last speaker before lunch was the London Golf Club’s soil scientist and irrigation expert, Colin Sainsbury, with a very interesting presentation on soil characteristics and conditions and their effects on plant growth.

A brief question and answer session preceded lunch, delegates then able not only to demolish a superb buffet and partake of liquid refreshment, but also to visit the assembled trade stands. Hadlow College again kicked off the afternoon session with an introduction to NVQ qualifications in greenkeeping, plus a brief outline of some of the very good courses in the UK.

Please call for samples & information
THE HOLE ANSWER TO EFFECTIVE TURF AERATION

With this machine, you can aerate twice as fast. A 1.8 km/hr (1.1 mph) coring speed and a 68.5 cm (27") coring width let you aerate up to 1208 square metres (13,000 sq ft) per hour. The durable tungsten carbide coated tines give you an adjustable coring depth down to 9 cm (3.5") for more effective aeration. Other heavy-duty features include: welded steel frame, precision ball bearings and a 16 hp cast-iron block Kohler engine to handle varying turf conditions. Modular design for quick maintenance.

HYDROJECT 3000

Improve the aeration, drainage and irrigation efficiency of any soil - no matter how compacted - with the revolutionary new HydroJect 3000 aerator. It uses high velocity water bursts to achieve aeration depths from 10 to 51 cm (4-20") without disturbing the surface. There are no cores to pick up afterwards, so the surface is ready to play the moment you're done. Unlike traditional aerators, this machine has no tines to wear, break or replace. All the high pressure water components are hard-coupled and corrosion resistant for dependable operation.

FAIRWAY AERATOR

Now you can aerate fairways and other large turf areas up to 4 times faster than other reciprocating aerators. Our fairway aerator features a 160 cm (63") coring swath with multiple depths and coring patterns. It is capable of aerating up to 5,667 sq metres (61,000 sq ft) per hour and is designed for most 35-45 hp universal tractors. A coring head lock up stands secure head while transporting or servicing, and can be lifted and lowered hydraulically from the tractor seat.

Toro - in a class of their own.

The Choice Is Yours.

TORO distributed by LEHY (UK) LIMITED
Station Road, St Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1QH
Tel: 0480 476971 Fax: 0480 216167

Please send me details

☐ TORO Greens Aerator
☐ TORO HydroJect
☐ TORO Fairway Aerator
☐ DEMONSTRATION
☐ FINANCE TERMS
☐ PLEASE ASK REPRESENTATIVE TO CALL

Name (Block Caps please)
Student ☐
Address
Post Code
Telephone

See us on Stand A23 at BTME
Jack McMillan and Brian Pierson, outlining some modern aspects in design and materials, machinery and techniques exist to solve them. Yes, some compromise and understanding is needed from our golfers during winter play, but the overriding problem appears to be higher up, with direction to our golf clubs and courses regarding adequate budgets to implement maintenance works desperately needed, plus congestion and pure bad planning of golf fixture lists, not enabling works to be carried out at the correct, optimum times of the year. A bit of give and take would go a long way.

Finally, I’ll sneak in details of our annual Turkey Trot and AGM at Dar- enth Valley GC on 16 December. Please bring along a prize between the value of £5-£10 (no bottles of booze please!). The cost will be around £14, with an 18 hole Stableford teeing off circa late morning, followed by Christmas dinner and our AGM. This is your chance to have your say – even get yourself elected to the committee and do your bit for our Association. Some of you must by now think that you could do this (scribes) job. All you need is the back of a fag packet, a broken Biro, a vivid imagination (no one ever provides information to enter in), no sense of humour, and a large chip on your shoulder. That could possibly narrow the field down to 100 likely candidates – I wonder how many will turn up on the day?

PAUL COPSEY

SOUTH COAST

Although I was unable to attend our Autumn Tournament in October, which had a record entry of 56 members and guests, I am pleased to include the following report provided by our chairman, Ken Lodge.

The Autumn Tournament was held at High Post GC on 5 October. Sched- uled originally as a 36-hole green-some, due to atrocious weather only eleven holes were played in the afternoon. The stars of the show were Nick Weller and his staff, the course being in superb condition. The greens were out of this world and a number of members and guests said they were the best greens on which they had played this summer. Well done Nick!

Results: 29 Holes. 1st Prize & Jacob- son Trophy – Don Friend and Roger Searle (High Post GC) 56 points (better p.m. score), 2nd Ian Rickman & R Allison (Basingstoke) 56 points. 3rd Bernard Emberley & Paul Hector (Knights Heath & Broadstone) 55 points. 4th Brian Newcombe and Derrick Todd (Woodcote Park) 54 points. Best Surviving Score a.m. Derek Cheetham & M Cummins (Knighton Heath) 54 points. Best Surviving Score p.m. (11 holes), Rob Bailey & Dave Reed (S Wilts & High Post) 21 points. Longest Drive: Graham Bungay (Wel- low). Nearest the Pin: Paul Hector (Broadstone).

The weather did not deter members and guests from enjoying themselves. Thanks must go to the host club for making us so welcome; to the captain and committee who granted us the courtesy of their wonderful course; to Maureen Illingworth and her helpers who made sure we were well fed; and to Bill Goodwin, the club manager, who helped out with the score cards and in general looked after us all day.

Lastly, thanks to our main sponsors, Vitax Commercial and Amenity Prod- ucts, represented by Alan Stow, and Avoncrop Amenity Products, repre- sented by Brian Stephens. Also thank you to all other people who made donations to the prize table.

The next winter lecture will be on Wednesday, 12 January at the Dornet College of Agriculture. Our speakers are Ed McCabe and Arthur King from Brokenhurst Manor GC and the talk will commence at 2.00pm. Refresh- ments will be available.

The region is providing a ‘feeder’ coach from various points in the sec- tion to connect with a coach travelling to the BIGGA Turf Management Semi- nar and Exhibition on 17-21 January. Please take advantage of this facility and let Ken Lodge know if you wish to join in.

NEW

KEEP DRY
WHEN IT’S WET

As approved by
CRAIG STADLER

£79.95
inc. p&p

Lightweight, Breathable, Waterproof
GOLF SUITS

Now you can keep warm and dry AND look smart on the golf course with the NEW BIGGA golf suit! Supplied in navy blue with a stylish jacquard pattern, the suit com- prises jacket and trousers made from a soft, supple and waterproof material. Manufacturers Walrus have got together with BIGGA to supply these quality suits for a special price of just £79.95. An embroidered BIGGA logo is featured on the arm and leg. All seams are stitched and heat taped to guarantee the garment being water- proofed. What’s more, a ‘breathability factor’ of 70% keeps you cosy whatever the weather!

Please rush me — (quantity) of the new BIGGA Golf Suits at £79.95 including post and packing. Sizes available: Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large.

Address:

Post Code:

Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF. Write the details on a separate sheet if you don’t want to cut up your magazine.
NORTH WEST
In the October issue I asked members to give more support to section events, and with the Autumn Tournament coming up on 21 October, I expected the usual 25 to 30 members and guests. Well, what a surprise, I was completely gobsmacked when eventually 89 members and guest turned up to enjoy a superb day at Mere G&CC. I will admit it caused me some anxious moments and sleepless nights, as the numbers built up during the last two weeks and with the realisation that we needed a good bright day and possibly the use of two tees to get everybody back before darkness, especially as we where not teeing off until noon. No need to have worried, the weather was perfect, and with all the NW committee and the very professional staff at Mere working together, the day progressed very smoothly.

Mike Sheehan and his staff had the course, which is in some of the most beautiful Cheshire countryside, in pristine condition, the staff fully deserving all the kind comments uttered on the day. Many thanks to Mere G&CC for allowing us the courtesy of their fine course, also the catering staff for looking after us so professionally.


Bucks, Berks & Oxon
A great day was enjoyed by all attended the Autumn Invitation at Calcot Park GC. Greenkeepers and their guests all had a fine time, none more than Terry Jackson, who walked off with two prizes, also head greenkeeper Simon Robinson, who with benefit of ‘local knowledge’, picked up third prize. Our many thanks to Simon Robinson and his staff, to secretary Alan Bray, and to the catering personnel, for a very well run and enjoyable event, also to our trade friends: County Mowers for donating the Toro Shield, plus Sta-Brite, Ribo’r Turf, Rigby Taylor, and Driving Force (Europe) Ltd.


Winter Lectures: May I remind members of our winter lecture programme, as follows: Dec 14: ‘Use of modern turfgrasses on a golf course’ - Jonathan Franks. Jan 11 ‘Use of chemicals in the environment’ - Graham Pawl. Feb 8: ‘It’s here, ‘weather’ we like it or not!’ - Gordon Jaaback. Any queries, contact me on 0628 - 829208.

Rigby Taylor Fourball Trophy: Once again the section would like to give sincere thanks to Roger Bowles and Rigby Taylor for providing an excellent day of golf for our finalists.

Never having heard other than good things said about this event, praise was again heaped upon Roger for his masterful handling of a hugely popular tournament. RESULTS: Semi-finals (a.m) D. Childs & D. Goodchild beat G. Irvine & P. Wier. B. Payne & R. Wooton beat D. Childs and D. Goodchild. Matchplay final (p.m) B. Payne & R. Wooton beat D. Childs & D. Goodchild.

Thanks to Frillford Heath GC, and David Heads of course, for producing wonderful playing conditions.

Finally, a ‘get well soon’ message to Bob Morton of The Berkshire. We all look forward to seeing your colourful self at our next event.

BOB DENNIS

GreeNkeeper International December 1993

Around the Green

who played, the course was in excellent condition. Thanks also to the steward and stewardess, Will and Jane Childs, for an excellent meal and service.

A big thank you to our sponsors for all the prizes donated: GEM PROFESSIONAL, MAJOR OWEN, ACORN EQUIPMENT, RICHARD CAMPEY, MARTIN BROTHERS, RIGBY TAYLOR, BRUERA, PRO-TURF, JOHN OSMAN.

A special thanks to the ‘Mighty Midge’; our Terry Adamson, for all the hard work he puts in to make our golf events successful. I hope that I have not missed any sponsors off the list, but if I have, my apologies.

On behalf of your committee, may I take this opportunity to thank all greenkeepers and guests who have supported our tournaments this season, especially our sponsors, without their kind donations to our competitions, it would be difficult to make them so successful. May we wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Nadodig Llawen – Blwyddyn Newydd Dda.

DAVID PROCTOR

BUCKS, BERKS & OXON

A great day was enjoyed by all who attended the Autumn Invitation at Calcot Park GC. Greenkeepers and their guests all had a fine time, none more than Terry Jackson, who walked off with two prizes, also head greenkeeper Simon Robinson, who with benefit of ‘local knowledge’, picked up third prize. Our many thanks to Simon Robinson and his staff, to secretary Alan Bray, and to the catering personnel, for a very well run and enjoyable event, also to our trade friends: County Mowers for donating the Toro Shield, plus Sta-Brite, Ribo’r Turf, Rigby Taylor, and Driving Force (Europe) Ltd.


Winter Lectures: May I remind members of our winter lecture programme, as follows: Dec 14: ‘Use of modern turfgrasses on a golf course’ - Jonathan Franks. Jan 11 ‘Use of chemicals in the environment’ - Graham Pawl. Feb 8: ‘It’s here, ‘weather’ we like it or not!’ - Gordon Jaaback. Any queries, contact me on 0628 - 829208.

Rigby Taylor Fourball Trophy: Once again the section would like to give sincere thanks to Roger Bowles and Rigby Taylor for providing an excellent day of golf for our finalists.

Never having heard other than good things said about this event, praise was again heaped upon Roger for his masterful handling of a hugely popular tournament. RESULTS: Semi-finals (a.m) D. Childs & D. Goodchild beat G. Irvine & P. Wier. B. Payne & R. Wooton beat J. Teixeira and P. Clark. Finals (p.m) B. Payne and R. Wooton beat D. Childs and D. Goodchild.

Thanks to Frillford Heath GC, and David Heads of course, for producing wonderful playing conditions.

Finally, a ‘get well soon’ message to Bob Morton of The Berkshire. We all look forward to seeing your colourful self at our next event.

RAY CLARK

MIDLANDS
On 14 October our section travelled to Willesley Park GC to play against East Midlands, an event generously sponsored by Rigby Taylor, now in its ninth year. This year’s match was no different to previous years, both teams being highly competitive. Our team displayed some new faces, however, with some ‘old faithfuls’ being disappointed not to qualify for this enjoyable event, organised so capably by Rigby Taylor.

The morning matches were close, but events took a change in the afternoon – with our lads doing ‘the business’ in convincing style. The evening once again proved to be most enjoyable, an excellent meal fully backed up by ‘entertainer’ Dave Leatherland. Our many thanks go to Willesley Park GC and their staff for looking after us so well, in particular Tony Howorth, who presented the course in such good condition under difficult weather conditions.

The following week saw the final of the Greensomes Knockout, contested over the delightful Cooxmoor Park GC, Nottingham. Mike Hughes and I took on the very strong pairing of Paul Loffman and Trevor Morris, the match a tremendous battle going to the final hole, Mike and ‘yours truly’ winning the match by a single hole. Again, a superb day was enjoyed by the players. Many thanks to Rigby Taylor (and staff) for sponsoring this event, also for working hard to support B&GGA. Also many thanks to Cooxmoor Park GC and their staff for making our day so enjoyable.

The final of the Singles Knockout, played over the Walsall GC course during October, was won by Mike Hughes, who beat Paul Loffman in a close match. Many thanks to Walsall GC for allowing us to use their course for this important final.

Finally, you may remember a couple of months ago my mentioning the raising of money (at our Autumn Tournament) for little Amy Nunn, whose grandfather is head greenkeeper at Kidderminster GC. Amy’s mum and dad wrote a lovely letter, thanking us for our generosity. The money raised will be used to purchase a talking computer that hopefully will aid Amy in her education.

DEAN CLEAVER

SUSSEX
Unfortunately I was unable to attend the Autumn Meeting at Cooden Beach GC, though I understand from ‘the lads’ that the course, looked after by Stefan Antolik, was in superb condition, with the weather – surprisingly – staying dry for most of the day (all save the last group, who got rained upon!).

The meeting, sponsored by Barker Hart, was a 36 hole event. RESULTS: (medal round a.m.) 1st Roland Hughes 69 nett, 2nd Robert Short 77 nett (back nine), 3rd Robert Hudson 77 nett. Trade & Guess: 1st C. Myers, 2nd D. Taylor. (Stableford p.m.) 1st Andy Ford 30 points, 2nd Alistair Cale 28 points. 3rd Chris Reed 27 points. Trade & Guess: 1st B. Willmot 37 points, 2nd D. Taylor 30 points. A nearest the pin competition was also held, winners being Chris Reed (7th), Jim Coppin (16th) and Stefan Antolik on the 18th (after three shots). The section wish to thank sponsors, Barker Hart, the green staff, committee and caterers of Cooden Beach GC - all contributed toward making the event a memorable one.

MARK WILTON

MID ANGLIA
The Hayter Challenge national final was held in September at Sandmoor GC, Leeds and produced a good performance from Jon Moorhouse of Brocket Hall GC, who finished third in the individual event, category one. The Midlands region (of which the Mid
Anglia section forms a part) came second overall in the final of the Stockwood Park GC, to reach the final of the tournament. From the enjoyment of the whole day, which was superbly arranged by Chas Ayres of Lodgeway. Many thanks, Chas. It was a sheer pleasure to play on such a superb golf course, which under John Wells’ guidance is developing into something very special indeed. Thanks to John and his green staff for their efforts.

Woburn Golf and Country Club was once again the venue for the section’s Autumn Tournament. With the chance to play one of the country’s top golf courses, the entry list was obviously full with fifty members attending. The course was in first class condition and our thanks go to Neil Whittaker and his team for their efforts. This year the golf was reduced to 18 holes on the Dukes, followed by a superb meal, finishing in the afternoon with the section AGM and the presentation of prizes. The top three places all went to Woburn players, Lee Murray being first with 38 points, P Squire second with 36 points, and on a count-back, Chris Toms third with 36 points also. Our thanks to Woburn for the hospitality afforded us. Also thanks to David Murphy of Driving Force Leisure for sponsoring the day and donating the prizes to all the other trade members who attended and donated raffle prizes.

The AGM followed and it appears from what was heard that the section continues to flourish. The balance sheet is healthy and membership has gone up from 151 last year to 180 this year. To succeed as a section, a lot of work goes on behind the scenes and I would like to take this opportunity of thanking my committee; Gerald Bruce, Chris Brook and John Wells in particular, for their selfless efforts, as well as support from Stewart Boyes, Ronan McKeown and Richard Saunders.

Finally, I would like to wish all members a very happy Christmas. I hope that 1994 will be a successful and happy new year for all.

PAUL LOCKETT

DEVON & CORNWALL

Our first meeting of the season was held at the excellent venue of Bowood Park GC, by kind permission of Bowood Park, for making our day such a success. As many of you will know, head greenkeepers of venue courses are asked not to play golf on the day, as many of our non-golfers enjoy looking around their course, suitably escorted by the head greenkeeper.

With this, the last section report David White will receive from me before he leaves his job as editor, I would like to take this opportunity of wishing him every success in the future, also of wishing was a great success, and a happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year. I hope to see you at Fingle Glen on Wednesday 12 January 1994.

RICHARD WHYMAN

CLEVELAND

Irrigation closing down and draining of pipework, valves, pumps, etc. is necessary, indeed vital, as a frost precaution here in the north east. Potential weaknesses in pump and/or motor need testing after five years. Winter is the time for tests, for we don’t want failures next summer. I feel happier with a main agent carrying out servicing.

With the return of wormcasts, fairway gang mowing is virtually impossible on banks after rain. We really do need an effective and lasting worm control. The course is becoming messy, with tractors skidding on grease-like surfaces.

Paul Moore is confirmed as head greenkeeper at Darlington, whilst Stuart Vickers is now first assistant at Brass Castle GC. We also welcome Anthony Hodgson and Geoff Ward, both at Blackwell GC. Brian Skeen of Billingham is now dealing in Jacobstoun and Massey Ferguson compacts, also Sabo Roberine, whilst Dick Lawson of Piercebridge is confirmed as the Toro main dealer.

The October meeting, presented by Par 4 Irrigation, featured modern irrigation techniques. They suggest a three-wire system, with controls of various programmes tailored to suit. We live in a modern world of technology and must admire the kit available for golf course maintenance. Thankfully, a good installation can last many years.

The Autumn Tournament staged at Castle Eden GC in September was a great success, with members coming from as far afield as Bedale, N. Yorkshire and Carlisle. Gary Munro reported the course as ‘immaculate’, with warm, sunny weather and hospitality second to none. Thanks to all at Castle Eden, especially David Crocher and his staff, and to Allan Goodchild, Par 4 Irrigation, Aitkens and Claytons for valued support.

RESULTS: 1st D Crocher and P Robinson (Castle Eden) 66 nett. 2nd R Ord and G Watson (Castle Eden) 68 nett. 3rd K Dyson and P Docherty (Seaham) 68 nett. 4th G Munro and G Wellens (Bedale) 69 nett.

BRUCE BURNELL

EAST ANGLIA

Once again, Sam is our correspondent for the day out at Yarmouth & Caister GC. This time I wasn’t on holiday or fishing, rather my absence was due to a full field, me being number 44 in a field of 37! Apparently you all had a good (or better) day without me, so I’ll go fishing next time.

High wind and threatening rain graced 37 bandits as they battled their way around our ‘Ener’s patch, which was in excellent condition. No one hit a horse or jockey, as someone had the good sense to call off the racing. Another ‘someone’, however, ran a ‘book’ on how long it would be before one of a constant stream of helicopters landed on one of Henry’s temporary greens and just to liven things up, someone took long odds and painted an ‘H’ in the middle of Henry’s white circle!

The results, amidst all the shenanigans, were: (0-18) 1st Mike Virley 35 pts, 2nd Ian Willett 31 pts, 3rd Roger Plummer 31 pts. (19-28) 1st (winner of the Parker Shield) Kevin Bunn 36 pts, 2nd Steve Pigott 35 pts, 3rd Steve Davidson 33 pts.

Many thanks to Yarmouth & Caister for their kind hospitality and Henry Stead for the excellent course condition. The day was slightly marred, however, by people not turning up and not notifying the secretary (I could have come after all — ML). The culprits will be billed for the day and I hope it doesn’t happen again – You haff bin warned!

Steve Millard has sent me a report on the West Suffolk Greenkeepers Challenge. Now in its second year, it consists of teams of three from Gog Magog, Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill, and Newmarket, playing home and away games, each team’s Stableford points added together over the season. The winners this year were Gog Magog, represented by Lyndon Upham, Julian Hill and Peter Mallons, who amassed 718 points to beat second place Haverhill, with 679 points.

The Atterton & Ellis-Toro Trophy will be presented by Roger Denson (Atterton & Ellis) and David Cole (Toro) at an evening to be arranged.

Finally, our best wishes to Paul Seago on his appointment as Golf Link’s Consultant. He is one of the real apprentices, from an age when ‘blessed were they that knew what to say, but knew what to do instead’. Well done, Paul, and all the best to you and your family.

Goodnight Cockneys, wherever you may be.

MICK LATHROPE

SOUTH WEST

What a peculiar October has been. For the first ten days, rainfall was sufficient to break yet another record, leaving us all wading around our courses (and in some cases, our homes). Just when we thought all was lost, along came the high pressure, leaving the remainder of the month so dry that watering systems were hastily re-commissioned, construction and maintenance programmes re-commenced and everything after all — ML. The gardens were lovely, just when we thought they would be_a good decision was made to keep it closed. The Turner team went off and played somewhere else, (thanks, ladies), while the South West team went home in dribs and drabs to lick their wounds. There’s always next year!

On a sunnier note, the section First Aid Training day at Salford was a great success. The good offices of Medical Training Services, combined with the bonhomie of Dick Burleigh, made a difficult subject very palatable indeed, all nine candidates ＊ 50
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PROBLEMS WITH DIRTY WATER OR ALGAE?

LET ORTHERING CLEAN-UP YOUR LAKES AND PONDS.

THE WORLD LEADER IN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT.

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING IRRIGATION COMPANIES. FULL DETAILS FROM:

Golf Course Services
6 Stuart Road,
Market Harborough LE16 9PQ
Tel: 0858 463153 Fax: 0858 410085

ANIMAL REPELLENT

FOR PRODUCT LEAFLET AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR, CALL:

TEL: 0734 510033 Fax: 0734 510044

ASET®

FINE AGROCHEMICALS LTD.

Worcester WR2 5AA

YOUR LEADER IN DISTRESS CONTROL

SCOTTCUT

ANIMAL REPELLENT

UP TO TEN WEEKS PROTECTION FROM BROWSING BY RABBITS FROM A SINGLE...